Questionnaire
(Head umpire / Match umpire - Quick-Test)
Query for HEAD UMPIRES & Match referees
HEAD UMPIRES SHOULD ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS
MATCH UMPIRES HAVENT TO ANSWER THE RED ONES
Answer (ONLY ONE POSSIBLE RIGHT ANSWER)

Number of Question

Question

1.

How many serves does each player have, before
changing?

2
3
5

2.

What is the distance between the service line and the line
of attack (measured from the outer edge)?

2,25m
3m
2,50m

3.

At what wind speed will the match get stopped?

Wind speed of 4 or higher
The decision lies by the chief referee of the tournament
There is no wind that is too strong

4.

The player (red) catches the Speeder® significantly outside
of the playing field with his hand. What should you
decide here?

Point for red, because the Speeder® was already out
Point for the other player because the Speeder® was
still in play
Replay the point

5.

While serving, a player clearly steps over the service line.
What do you do?

Next dunning level
Point loss
Yellow card

6.

A red card means…

…Loss of the playing set
…Loss of the set, i.e. the player will lose 16 Points
and for the following set (if one is played) will be
credited
Disqualification

7.

A player goes to the sidelines after each rally and gets
advice. Is that allowed?

Only if he/she gets advice from his/her coach
No, even if the coach is giving the advice, the player
may not delay the game on purpose

8.

A player stands in the back of the service area, he tosses
the Speeder® and the point of contact is in the chest area –
it is in ace. Does the point count?

No, this serve is not correct – point for the returner
Yes, the player was standing all the way in the back
Matter of opinion for the referee, if the point of contact
was under the hand

9.

A player throws his racket on the floor because he misses
a shot and is insulting his opponent. What should be
done?

Immediate red card
Next dunning level
No decision needs to be made

10.

A player commits an act that is punishable with the black
card. What should you decide?

I will call the head umpire of the tournament
Show the black card and count the match as lost
Continue playing
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11.

How long is the break between sets?

1min.
5min.
2min.

12.

Is there a timeout for injuries?
If so, for how long?

Yes, 3min
Yes, 10min
Yes, no matter how long
No

13.

Singles.
How much timeout can one player take?

One, per set
Two, per set
Four, per set
None

14.

Does the referee have to clear the rally?

Yes
No
Only when he introduced the rule

15.

If the game is tied at 15:15, how does the match proceed?

With 3 serves for each player and a 2 point difference
With 2 serves for each player and a 2 point difference
With 1 serve for each player and a 2 point difference

16.

A player hits an overhead serve behind his field and hits an
ace. Is that allowed?

Yes
No

17.

Service change, the coach goes on the field and wants to
give advice. How do you decide?

Interruption, sending-off the coach and give the player
next dunning level
1 min. interruption for both players

18.

The player serves. How many Speeder® can he/she have
in his/her hand?

1
2
None
3

19.

20.

21.

The Speeder® touches the line, however before, the tip
(cap) touches the ground right outside the field. Is the
Speeder® in or out?

In

The Speeder® touches the line but it was not evident
whether the tip (cap) touched the ground (outside the field)
before or not. However, there is an impression that is
longer than the entire length of the Speeder®. Is the
Speeder® in or out?

In

During a rally a spectator throws a Speeder® onto the field,
or a Speeder® flies in from the adjacent field. What should
be done?

Continue playing if that game was not interrupted

Out

Out

Replay
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22.

Player 1 slips on the sidelines (EasyCourts) and moves the
lines. Player 2 plays the Speeder® into the moved area of
the field and is now marked OUT when it would actually be
IN.

MORE THAN ONE POSSIBLE ANSWER
Player 1 gets the point
Player 2 gets the point
Normally Replay, if the referee assumed intent
If the referee decides that Player 1 deliberately shifted/
moved the lines, then Player 2 gets the point

23.

Describe the action sequence of a match referee by filling the numbers in the boxes and filling in the blanks „_____“:
4: Call players  figure out who starts serving and inform them on the code of conduct
5: Ask the players if there is an own coach who should be allowed to coach during the game
6: Announce warm-up time
1: placing seat-possibilities for referees and head umpire
2: Instruct umpires/referees
7: Say ,,time” before the warm-up time is up (write down start time on the sheet)
3: Fill out umpire/referee sheet as good as possible
8: Opening game: “On behalf of the International Speed Badminton Organisation, the ,,organizer” would like to
welcome spectators and all ,,players” present at the (tournament name). The opposing players, to my left (Player 1)
of the (Club) and to my right (Player 2) of (Club). (Player X) will open ,,the match” - “Please begin.” (giving free the
serve to the player)
10: Fill in finish time at “time” (referee sheet)
9: Record and loudly announce score

24.

Enter the correct order of signs given, by filling in the numbers into the boxes:
1: Show actions
3: Write down and announce
2: Illustrate who won/received the point

25.

List four additional things that an match umpire has to consider during a tournament:
1.
2.
3.
4.

26.

List three important items that an umpire should have with him/her during a tournament:
1.
2.
3.

27.

Describe briefly the correct signals for the following actions:
IN:
OUT:
Replay:
Fault:
Overstepping service line:
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28.

Sketch the correct positioning of spectators, the match referee, counters, and 2 line umpires. Through arrows, illustrate
which referee is responsible for which field line.

Sketch the correct positioning of spectators, the match referee, counters, and 4 line umpires. Through arrows, illustrate
which referee is responsible for which field line.

29.

Which umpire is primarily responsible for indicating, whether the service line has been overstepped by the player
serving?

30.

Sketch, with the help of footprints, when a positioning error has been made during a doubles match (2 different situations)
or is the rule disestablished?

31.

Which 6 things are considered to be the Bible of the Head umpire ?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

32.

Scorer (person who handles the scoreboards) have the
following missions:

Just to handle the scoreboard, nothing else
Decide if a Speeder® was IN or OUT
Bring the result of a match to the tournament desk

33.

That’s definitely a mission of the head umpire?
Throughout the tournament, players are asked to serve as
player umpire (observer, supporter, no real match umpire):
The winner of the last match acts as umpire, the loser
handles the scoreboard. For the first matches, umpires are
appointed. From the semi-finals on qualified match
umpires are required. An umpire assistant may be elected
in advance; this assistant is mandatory from the semi-finals
onwards. (To Do: ask the organizer for players who could
potentially serve as umpires and contact them).

YES
NO
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34.

For every Court is one scoreboard needed?

YES
NO

35.

Line judges can sit during the rallies?

YES
NO

36.

If a player is more than 5 minutes late, the game is
automatically lost 16:0 / 16:0.

YES, I fulfill the scoreboard and tell the tournament
desk the result.
NO, not really!
Normally yes, but I have to inform the head umpire
first. Its up to her/him.

37.

The head umpire is also responsible that the tournament
mode is followed.

YES
NO, that’s the mission of the organizer

38.

39.

40.

After the tournament the head umpire must sign (besides
the organizer) and send the tournament report to the
ISBO?

YES

It is allowed to use unofficial score sheets for the
tournament they just have to look similar to the official
ones and the result of the matches must clearly be
presented!

YES

Should the head umpire send these Questionnaire to all
proposed Match referee’s?

YES

NO, both things are the missions of the organizer

NO

NO
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